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**Condition:** Good  
**Found:** 1½" I.P. ± 15' high  
**Map:** A-434/A-641

**Comments:**

---

**Rewitness**

1 set 2" Iron pipe with 3" brass cap in 10" tile and cement  

---

S.W. Quick  

532 | DLC | 38  

RS 287  

1976

**New Accessory:**  

3" I.P. plugged & tacked north 20-89 feet  
1½" I.P. plugged & tacked west 15-23 feet

**Comments:** This corner is located in a fence corner (fences run north & west), 2 So' north of an E-W slough & 1000 ft west of the railroad tracks.

---

In the presence of: Dan McNutt Gale Arthur

---
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